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Introduction 

The Achilles tendon is the strongest and largest tendon in the body, but it is also the most commonly 

ruptured tendon1. The overall incidence of Achilles tendon rupture is on the rise recently because of the 

aging of the population, growing prevalence of obesity, and increased participation in sports1. 

For all the research that has been done relating to the Achilles and insertional Achilles tendinopathy 

(IAT), there are still many unanswered questions. Why is the tendon aligned in a spiral or helix? Why are 

there three insertion points of the Achilles into the calcaneus? Why is the gastroc/soleus complex firing 

eccentrically at initial contact while the ankle is plantarflexing? We know it’s an ankle plantarflexor, but 

what is the eccentric function of the Triceps Surae?  

 Why are outcomes from conservative management so disappointing?2 There is a need to drive the 

development of novel conservative care treatments and to refine existing methods designed to prevent 

the progression and/or reoccurrence of IAT3,4. The goal of this article is to report data and evidence for 

developing answers to these questions. 

 

Anatomy (Figure 1) The Achilles tendon is an incredibly strong 

structure whose elastic spring-like properties allow it to deliver 

explosive propulsion during ambulation up to 3500 N before 

rupture3. The collagen fibers of the tendon are highly organized 

structures that demonstrate high strength in the direction of fiber 

alignment3. It originates from the aponeuroses of the 

gastrocnemius, soleus, and plantaris muscles4, while the soleus 

inserts medially and the lateral gastrocnemius inserts laterally 

into the calcaneus5. The inferior facet, or insertion of the 

superficial component of the Achilles tendon, is composed of the 

medial gastrocnemius muscle5.  

The tendon progressively twists as it descends from its origin, 

causing the gastrocnemius fibers to insert posterolaterally on the calcaneus while the fibers of the 

soleus insert anteromedially4. The sub-tendons of the Achilles tendon spiral and intertwine as they 

move laterally and distally towards their insertion sites4,5. Mahan5 notes that the twisting allows for 



greater biomechanical strength. In this literature search there weren’t any other references for any 

other tendon having a spiral for that purpose.  

 

Risk factors  

There are multiple mechanisms potentially involved as risk factors in a person acquiring IAT6. IAT has a 

bimodal age distribution with the first peak in patients between 25 years and 40 years of age and the 

second peak in those over 60 years1. Several authors 3,5,7,8 note intrinsic factors including anatomic 

factors, age, sex, metabolic dysfunction, foot cavity, dysmetria, muscle weakness, imbalance, 

gastrocnemius dysfunction, anatomical variation of the plantaris muscle, tendon vascularization, torsion 

of the Achilles tendons, slippage of the fascicle, and lateral instability of the ankle. Extrinsic factors 

noted by the same authors include mechanical overload, constant effort, inadequate equipment, 

obesity, medications (corticosteroids, anabolic steroids, fluoroquinolones,) improper footwear, 

insufficient warming or stretching, hard training surfaces, and direct trauma, among others. There is a 

3.5 to 1 male to female ratio8.  

Multiple authors reported weakness or dysfunction of the gastrocnemius as a causative factor leading to 

IAT. The weakness can occur as a result of excessive forces crossing a presumed normal healthy Achilles 

in the elite athlete population, or normal forces crossing an impaired Achilles in the older diabetic obese 

population. In either case, the Achilles wasn’t strong enough to manage the stress it was being asked to 

handle. There is only one reference to weak hip abductors being a contributing factor in acquiring IAT9. 

Research in this area might help explain the spiral configuration of the Achilles. 

 

Incidence  

There is general agreement3 that degenerative disorders of the Achilles are common, affecting up to 

18% of the adult population with an annual incidence of 6% to 18% in the United States. Achilles 

tendinopathy is the most prevalent lower extremity tendinopathy, with a 5.9% frequency in sedentary 

people and around a 50% frequency in elite endurance athletes10. In the elite track and field 

population, middle-distance runners have the highest reported prevalence of 83%9. Of all the Achilles 

tendinopathies, IAT comprises 20% to 25% of the injuries9.    

 

Mechanism of injury 

There is wide agreement in the literature that IAT is commonly driven by an overuse injury with 

symptoms that are exacerbated by mechanical loading11 and compounded by chronic failure of the 

healing response7,12.  Kaux postulated that after repetitive mechanical loads and/or when the load 

exceeds the strength of the tendon, the tendon can become progressively micro- and macroscopically 

damaged10. Put most succinctly, the most common cause of IAT in athletes is excessive loading9. 

Adding fuel to the fire, the measurement of reduced DF range of motion is not the issue, and that the 

real issue may rest with (inadequate) plantarflexor muscle strength (torque/power)12.  

The spiral design of the Achilles plays into the fact that there are three insertion points of the Achilles 

into the calcaneus. Because of this, different regions of the tendon are subjected to different types of 



force4,11,13. The superficial side of the tendon is subjected to greater axial tensile strain on both the 

gastrocnemius and soleus muscles. In contrast, the deep side of the tendon originating from the soleus 

is subjected to greater transverse compressive strain13.  

 

Traditional conservative management success rates 

There seems to be universal agreement with Dilger14 and others that non-operative care is a first line 

approach for treating IAT, but not everyone is enthusiastic about that approach. Bah6 reports that IAT is 

a painful and debilitating condition that responds poorly to non-surgical interventions. Others report 

that nonoperative treatment will fail in approximately 50% of these cases2,11. Conservative 

management is reported to be unsuccessful in 24% to 45.5% of AT patients7, and that surgery is 

generally recommended after 6 months of conservative management7.  Data from Wirth are a little 

more optimistic with conservative management providing favorable outcomes for 71% of the cases, with 

as many as 25% of patients going on to surgery15.  

 

Conservative management protocols 

Several authors report that rest and immobilization are used, especially in the acute phase. A number of 

studies1,10,16,17 recommend either a pneumatic walking boot or plastic molded AFO (MAFO) to relieve 

stress, ensure rest and prevent excessive ankle dorsiflexion. Park1 recommends 6 to 8 weeks of 

immobilization, but then adds the caveat that prolonged immobilization should be avoided. Other 

conservative measures mentioned by the same authors include ice, rest, heel lifts, stretching, activity 

modification and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). 

Conservative management has been associated with a higher re-rupture rate compared with operative 

repair (12.6% vs. 3.5%)1. Laboratory studies show that after prolonged ankle immobilization in multiple 

species, structural organization is known to decrease3. However, recent studies have suggested that the 

re-rupture rates can be lowered by reducing the period of cast immobilization and using early functional 

rehabilitation1. Functional rehabilitation has proven to be more effective in reducing re-rupture rates 

than long-term cast immobilization1. 

Recovery from Achilles tendinopathy can take a year or more9. No studies were found specifically 

comparing recovery times under different conservative management protocols – e.g.: with or without 

immobilization. However, the literature does have a lot to say about immobilization.  

 

About immobilization 

In this literature search, the single most common area of agreement among authors is the fact that 

immobilization leads to disuse atrophy and weakening of involved structures. The data became obvious 

in the 1980s when studies showed that loss of motion is designated as a primary cause of chronic pain 

and reinjury in Achilles management19. Later we learned that immobilization results in a smaller 

quantity of scar tissue that is less able to resist higher loads20. Reports show that skeletal muscle 

atrophy attributable to muscular inactivity has significant adverse functional consequences21. 



Several authors have come to the same conclusion that short-term voluntary immobilization is 

associated with atrophy and a diminished capacity of the muscle to develop maximal voluntary 

force22,23,24,25,26. One of the most predictable consequences of cast immobilization is loss of muscle 

bulk23.  

What’s interesting is that the appearance of muscle atrophy masks the actual severity of loss of muscle 

strength. Chan discovered that with the use of a MAFO, the extent of atrophy of the leg muscles on MRI 

was significantly greater than expected from the clinical examination27. Very significantly, data show 

that isometric muscle strength and muscle size declined following immobilization; however, change 

magnitude was greater for strength than for size28. And strength loss happens much more quickly than 

previously thought. The strength of a maximal voluntary contraction is reduced by 24% after 2 weeks of 

immobilization26. To make matters even worse, scarred portions may remain non-recoverably 

disorganized with associated inferior mechanical properties3. It’s difficult to remember that the primary 

cause of injury in the first place was that the structure was too weak to handle the stress it was asked to 

handle. It’s no wonder, then, that evidence-based guidelines on the use of immobilization in the 

management of common acute soft-tissue injuries do not exist24. 

 

Evolving conservative management protocols  

There is a definite trend away from immobilization and towards a more evidence-based approach to 

managing IAT. Basic science studies support the use of non-operative treatment and early active 

rehabilitation for Achilles tendon ruptures because complete rest and tendon unloading can be 

detrimental and prolong recovery9. Indeed, previous work has shown that mechanical loading on 

tendons can induce tendon cell activation, the production of growth factors, tensional homeostasis, 

remodeling, and nuclear strain transfer22. Fatigue testing also supports the concept that early activity 

leads to better recovery22. Ultrasound analysis indicated increased matrix alignment (decreased 

collagen angle deviation) in the more active groups compared to the immobilized group22. Along with 

early active rehabilitation, there is some biomechanical evidence to suggest that heel lifts can reduce 

the amount of tendon elongation (tensile strain) and compression (compressive strain) that occurs at 

the tendon insertion during daily activities that require ankle dorsiflexion13. 

Complete rest from all activities during the early phases of treatment may not be necessary9. With a 

modified eccentric exercise protocol, pain has been shown to decrease from 5.4 at baseline to 3.0 at 3 

months and 1.0 by 1 year14. Early weight-bearing after Achilles injury has also been associated with 

decreased ankle stiffness compared to non-weight bearing protocols, which could lead to improvements 

in gait and function22. 

Exercise is the primary treatment strategy for all patients with IAT, yet the ideal parameters (type, dose, 

combination with additional treatments) of exercise are still unknown14. Therefore, clinicians often 

recommend use of a heel lift, particularly during higher level activities. Exercise treatments that require 

end-range dorsiflexion may aggravate IAT symptoms14. These data point to the need for a controlled 

motion environment to allow mobility and exercise for the foot-ankle complex for strengthening, but 

within set boundaries to avoid end-range motions for safety.   

 



Importance of triplanar function  

It’s interesting to note that calf/Achilles muscle activation occurs in the frontal (coronal) and not sagittal 

plane. At initial contact (first rocker), the calcaneus is driven from an inverted posture associated with 

supination during swing to an everted posture associated with pronation during stance. That frontal 

plane motion triggers a stretch-reflex mechanism to activate calf muscles to eccentrically decelerate the 

calcaneal eversion moment29. Therefore, the soleus and the medial gastrocnemius muscles are 

functional decelerators of calcaneal eversion and subsequent foot pronation due to the bias of their 

insertion into the medial aspect of the calcaneus29.  

The posterior tibialis, through its insertion into the plantar anterior medial aspect of the calcaneus also 

serves to help decelerate calcaneal eversion at initial contact30. This frontal plane activation of these 

muscles occurs in spite of the fact that gravity and ground reaction forces are driving the ankle into 

plantarflexion at that time.  Decelerating calcaneal eversion also helps decelerate internal or medial 

rotation of the tibia at initial contact29. Because it helps decelerate medial tibial rotation, the spiral 

alignment of the Achilles may have a very functional transverse plane purpose that should be 

considered when designing a conservative IAT management protocol.  

 

An evidence-based approach to the conservative management of IAT 

The happy medium between too much stress leading to injury, and not enough stress leading to weak 

structures getting even weaker, is the concept of controlled stress. Tendon development and healing is a 

well-orchestrated process requiring highly ordered molecular signaling events influenced by mechanical 

stimulation3. A successful non-operative healing strategy may ideally include active recovery and 

motion while simultaneously controlling motion to prevent tendon gap formation and subsequent 

lengthening22. The challenge is that the essential healing environment needed to restore tendon 

structure and function has yet to be defined22. 

Traditional MAFOs reduce power crossing the ankle and therefore are not appropriate in the 

management of IAT. The human ankle produces a large burst of ‘push-off’ mechanical power late in the 

stance phase of walking, reduction of which leads to considerably poorer energy economy and the need 

for more positive work elsewhere to maintain walking speed31.  

The newest generation of AFOs are made with carbon composite materials. As opposed to being 

designed simply to pick the foot up during swing, these carbon composite Energy Return AFOs (ERAFO) 

(Figure 2) return energy during gait to augment function of the ankle plantarflexor complex32,33,34. 

This reduces stress across the Achilles, facilitating normal functional ranges of motion while reducing 

end-range stress. An added benefit are data showing strengthening of the calf group in patients who 

were switched from a posterior leaf spring MAFO to an ERAFO35. In addition, the overall satisfaction of 

users is high, as the appearance is more modern and the function is superior to the existing orthoses33. 



The ERAFO design should include an energy return 

spring-like footplate linked to an energy return lateral 

strut leading to a broad pretibial shell. The footplate 

should not immobilize the rearfoot in neutral but 

accommodate a foot orthotic device /wedge that can 

help keep the calcaneus functioning within normal ROM 

limits in the frontal plane. Graded levels of support are 

available in the prefabricated ERAFOs so the level of 

support can be matched to the functional needs of the 

patient. They range from more flexible for the athletic 

patient population to more supportive for the obese 

diabetic patients. The design protects against excessive 

dorsiflexion while facilitating the restoration of near-

normal gait parameters33,36. This could lead to an accelerated return to function while avoiding the 

effects of disuse atrophy. Simply stated, an injured Achilles tendon will heal faster when subjected to 

safe dynamic loading37.   

 

Summary 

Medical evidence is clear that IAT is acquired when stress levels crossing the Achilles are beyond its 

capacity to manage that stress. Evidence is even more clear that immobilization makes weak structures 

even weaker and impairs and delays healing. The evidence-based environment in which healing can 

occur involves a foot orthotic/wedge in cases where there is excessive eversion of the calcaneus. Said 

foot orthotic is placed on the footplate of an ERAFO, and together that combination functions to relieve 

stress off of and to augment the power of the calf group while limiting disruptive end-range ROM. Early 

trials have been extremely positive in terms of pain relief, patient satisfaction and time to return to 

function. Outcome studies are needed to validate this concept.  
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